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Invitaton for your students to join the Global Campaign for cllmate change by
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Dear

Ed

i

ucato r,

Miss Climate Pageant is an lnternational Environmental Event intending to use the Beauty Pageant as an
effective tool to promote awareness of Climate Change.
This pageant is in search for the most beautiful women of the Climate Change to serve as a role model
dedicated to hold the advocacy to preserve and restore the environment & impact of Climate Change.
CLIMATE CLEAN also believes that Beauty Queens Pageant would be a great and effective way to promote
the impact of Climate Change.
To give

life to this vision, Climate Clean has decided to host MISS CLIMATE Beauty Pageant, a beauty event
whose participants and winners will be actively promoting and getting involved in the preservation of the
environment and impact of Climate Change.
Apart from a strong emphasis on the impact of Climate Change programs, MISS CLIMATE also aims to
showcase and promote Green Schooling Concept to create a new generation of Climate Champions.
Every year, 30 candidates from all over the World would be competing on Beauty and Knowledge of
environmental issues.

The winner of MISS CLIMATE

will serve

as

the Ambassador to Climate Change awareness campaigns

Worldwide.
to build its reputation
with responsibility.

MISS CLIMATE would continue

legacy of beauty

as

the most relevant Pageant with

a cause, setting a

We know that, many Women Admire and Aspire to be a BEAUTY QUEEN.
Please login on Wg.!4-SlgtglCslC-a!.Sto_fe. for registration or call on 079 49000160
or kindly download the enrollment form enclosed below and forward the same (duly filled) on
missclimate

@g

reen me nto rs.in

Encl :
- Letter to Vice Chancellor/ HOD/ Principal
- Miss Climate deta ils
- Enrollment fo rm
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To,

The Vice-Chancellor,

Sub: lnvitation for you r students to join the Global
Audition of Miss Climate - 2018

Ca

mpaign for Climate Change by participating in the

Dear Educator,

CLIMATE CLEAN is a Global Zero Carbon Lifestyle brand, promoted by Green Mentors - company
promoting a global campaign for Climate Change through Education, Fashion and Beauty Pageant.
MISS CLIMATE - Beauty with Responsibility 2018 is the first global environmental event intending to
createan awareness about Climate Changethrough hostinga Global Beauty Pageant.
The Global Beauty Pageant is a search forthe most beautifulwomen to serve as a role modeldedicated
to hold the advocacy to preserve and restore the environment and impact of Climate Change.

MISS CLIMATE invites those students, having interests in environment around them and concerns
aboutClimate Change to participate in the audition.
MISS CLIMATE would continue to build its reputation as the most relevant pageant with a cause,
setting a legacy of beauty with responsibility.
Winners of this Beauty Pageant willserve as G lobal Ambassadors of Climate Change.
Keeping this in mind, we hereby request you

to inspire your students to participate in this

MISS

CLIMATE audition.
Please login on www.climateclean.ereen for registration

orcallon 07949000160.

Regards,

Virendra Rawat,

W
Founder I Director
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